
Bookings:

Connect with Naomi:

Inspiring   |   Authentic   |   Empowering   |   Author   |   Results Coach   |   Speaker

When a botched cancer operation abruptly ended her professional singing career,
Naomi refused to be defined by setbacks. Instead, she discovered a new purpose

in sharing her story of resilience and renewal. From stages across the world,
Naomi's powerful message has captivated audiences.

With a background as a corporate manager and award-winning trainer, Naomi's
experiences have shaped her into a resilient and determined leader. Her ability to
thrive amidst adversity is a testament to her strength and perseverance, inspiring

others to overcome their own challenges and reach their full potential

Her book, "Start Living - from frazzled to fabulous!," soared to No. 1 in 14 Amazon
categories worldwide, a testament to the universal resonance of her message.

Naomi is passionate about her audience truly feeling that she
is there with a message for every single one of them. 

She is real.  She is authentic. She has a vast range of life
experiences everyone can relate to or be inspired from. 

The ideas, tools, and techniques she shares are practical,  
thought-provoking and will captivate your audience. 

Your audience will be left with clear and concise strategies
and information they can implement even with the busiest of
schedules. 

Why book Naomi?

Topics:

As seen on:

The book:

Start Living - from frazzled to fabulous is an Amazon
bestseller in 14 categories around the world. This is
a guidebook to encourage everyone to stop spinning
through life and Start Living it! 

Many organisations like to gift their attendees with a
copy.  Please contact us if you wish to do this for a
special event price. 

Naomi can also stay and sign the copies for your
attendees - or pre-sign by prior arrangement.

OR email:
info@naomidyer.com.au

Naomi has presented in:

Australia  |   New Zealand   |   Malaysia   |   Singapore   |   USA   |   Philippines   |   Croatia

Naomi is a former corporate IT manager, award winning TAFE trainer and
professional singer, turned bestselling author, international speaker, and

internationally certified results coach. 

Potential Unblocked - overcoming inner blocks for professional 
& personal success

Raising Resilience - thriving in times of change or challenge

Wellness Elevated - nurturing mental health & self-care for success

Colourful Communication - the secret sauce for team success

www.naomidyer.com.au

LIFESTYLE & WELLBEING

BUSINESS

WORKSHOP

Colourful Communication - the secret sauce for team success

OTHER

RU OK? - Check Others, Check YOU! - inspiration for R U OK day

Raising Resilience - thriving in times of change or challenge

SHE Thrives! - simplified self-care for busy women

Stop spinning, START LIVING! - Naomi’s story & inspiration for living life!

Clients Include:

naomidyer.com.au

@naomidyer.startliving

@naomidyer2@naomi.dyer2

http://www.naomidyer.com.au/

